Decoding the functions of post-transcriptional regulators in the determination of inflammatory states: focus on macrophage activation.
Inflammation involves a continuum of intercellular interactions and cellular responses targeting infectious or tissue damage while maintaining homeostasis. At its core, this continuum encompasses the alternating phenotypes of innate immune cells; each phenotype is typified by the expression of molecules which either support host defence or aid tissue restoration and the resolution of inflammation. The aberrant persistence of any such phenotype can drive chronic inflammatory pathology. For macrophages, these phenotypes arise as changes in cellular plasticity because of adaptation. As such their underlying gene expression programs may not be determined by robust transcriptomic and epigenetic programs but by more flexible means like post-transcriptional mechanisms affecting mRNA use. These mechanisms require the assemblies of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) and non-coding RNAs onto specific elements on their RNA targets in Ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs) which control mRNA maturation, turnover and translation. The collection of RNPs within a cell defines the ribonome, that is, a high order system of coordinative post-transcriptional determination. mRNAs involved in the definition of different macrophage activation phenotypes share elements of RBP recognition rendering them amenable to ribonomic regulation. The molecular features of their cognitive RBPs and the pathologies developing in the corresponding mouse mutants support their involvement in inflammatory reactions. We view this information in the context of macrophage activation states to propose that these states can be determined via differential--synergistic or antagonistic--RNP associations. In doing so, we substantiate the need for the use of systems platforms to model RNP hierarchies controlling the continuum of inflammation.